In a recent paper Dubischl has obtained some essentially new results on the problem of composition of quadratic forms. On the basis of these results I derive others by orienting the solution of the problem in the opposite direction; In this way the solution appears simpler and more unified.
Let g(u) be a real non-singular indefinite quadratic form of index t in p variables u1, ..., up. Thus 0 < t < p. A (slightly special) case of the Hurwitz problem2 in the real is to find a real non-singular quadratic form f(x) in n variables xi, ..., x,,, such that
where yi, .
. on the right are real bilinear functions of ul, ..., up and xl, . . ., x.. It can be easily seen that the form f must have zero signature (and consequently n must be even). Using these results and writing n = ,uA24a+l(A odd; j3 = 0, 1, 2, 3)* we prove 'Dubisch, R., Ann. of Math., 47, 510-527 (1946) .
